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These goddamned thoroughly depraved and totally rotten bitches are taking over. This is 

happening rapidly all over the world. 
 

Over the years, I've had to listen to ignorant double-digit IQ assholes merrily and oh so 

cheerfully state "Live and let live" and other related suicidal advice. 
 

Once this evil foul vermin (and that's a total understatement, there are no words degenerate 

enough to describe Islam, or that sick, depraved, mentally insane vile excrement Mohammed, or 

that Allah most vile), gets control over our governments (which is what they're relentlessly 

working overtime to do), you can kiss all your asses and future generations good-by. 
It will be too fucking late. 
 

People need to do the Final RTR every day. If you don't, none of us will have any future.  
 

Also, the enemy does fear the JoS. They have been working incessantly to try to shut us up. 

Dropping JoS and affiliated sites such as http://www.exposingchristianity.com and others, from 

search engines. 

 

Spread the links and the word. If something isn't done, all of us will be affected.  
 

Also, as the article below, the Catholic Church won't be held accountable if people can no 

longer speak out against raping children and animals. 
_________________________ 

It's no longer legal to speak out against pedophilia in Europe: 
 

https://www.dw.com/en/calling-prophet-m ... a-46050749 
 

Calling Prophet Muhammad a pedophile does not fall within freedom of speech: European court  
 

18h ago 
 

The ECHR ruled against an Austrian woman who claimed calling the Prophet Muhammad a 

pedophile was protected by free speech. The applicant claimed she was contributing to public 

debate. 
 

An Austrian woman's conviction for calling the Prophet Muhammad a pedophile did not violate 

her freedom of speech, the European Court of Human Rights ruled Thursday.  
 

The Strasbourg-based ECHR ruled that Austrian courts carefully balanced the applicant's "right 

to freedom of expression with the right of others to have their religious feelings protected, and 

served the legitimate aim of preserving religious peace in Austria."  
 

The woman in 2009 held two seminars entitled "Basic Information on Islam," during which she 
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likened Muhammad's marriage to a six-year-old girl, Aisha, to pedophilia. 
 

Limits of free speech 
 

The marriage according to Islamic tradition was consummated when Aisha was nine and 

Muhammad was around 50. Aisha was the daughter of Muhammad's best friend and the first 

caliph, Abu Bakr. 
 

The court cited the Austrian women stating during the seminar that Muhammad "liked to do it 

with children" and "... A 56-year-old and a six-year-old? ... What do we call it, if it is not 

pedophilia?" 
 

An Austrian court later convicted the woman of disparaging religion and fined her €480 ($546). 

Other domestic courts upheld the decision before the case was brought before the ECHR. 

 

 

 

 

High Priestess Maxine Dietrich 
http://www.joyofsatan.com 

 

Re: Calling Prophet Muhammad a pedophile does not fall within freedom of speech: European 

court 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Oct 27, 2018 12:29 am 

From the posted article wrote: 
 

"The ECHR recognized that freedom of religion did not exempt people from expecting 

criticism or denial of their religion. 
 

However, it found that the woman's comments were not objective, failed to provide 

historical background and had no intention of 

 

 

[Sarcasm] Court: Goyim look, there is no proof of this. I don't care if the Quran said it, or if 

Muslims in some cases even today marry and abuse sexually young kids. There is no proof of 

this goy show me a video of Mohammed goyim? You don't have a video. Therefore it didn't 

happen. As for the OBVIOUS THAT IT IS STATED IN THE QURAN that's not proof either 

goyim, we need actual proof goy. We need a video of the prophet in the 11th century. If you 

don't have it, you can't accuse. Shalom Pissrael Worldwide [/sarcasm off] 
 

The JoS is being shut off search engines methodically, BUT, these people DO have a voice in 

society. 
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https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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